Research progress on classical traditional Chinese medicine formula Liuwei Dihuang pills in the treatment of type 2 diabetes.
In traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is regarded as Xiao Ke disease. Liuwei Dihuang pills (LWP), a classical TCM formula, with the function of nourishing kidney yin, has been used for treating Xiao Ke disease in clinic. In this review, we systematically highlighted recent evidence on LWP and T2DM data from clinical and animal studies, summarized the clinical application, pharmacological mechanism and the active compounds of LWP for the treatment of T2DM. This systematic review will provide an insightful understanding of TCM formulas, pharmacological mechanisms, medicinal-disease interactions, and will lay a foundation for the development of new drug therapy for T2DM.